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An incomplete double diagonal Latin square of order n can be double-diagonally em- 
bedded in a double diagonal Latin square of order t if t is sufficieatly large, unless n is 
odd and t is eww in which case no such embedding is psible. 
ntroduction and main results 
An incomplete Latin square A of order n on the elements a 1, .., , a, 
is a square matrix of t22 cells, each of which is either left empty or is 
occupied by one of al, . . . , are, subject o t:he rule that none of al, . . . . a, 
occur more than once in any row or column. If there are no empty cells 
in A, then .A 3s a Latin square. A set T of n cells, one in each row and 
one in each column, is a transversal of A, if each of al, . . . , a,, occurs in 
exactly one cell of T. If the main diagonal (i.e., the set of cells {( 1, l), 
(2, 2), . . . . (n. n))) and the off diagonal (i.e., the set of cells {(n, 1), 
(n - 1, 21, . . . . (1, n)}) are both transversals ofA, then ~1 is double diag- 
onal. Combining these notions together, an incomplete double diagonal 
Latin square is an incomplete Latin square with the additional proviso 
that both the main diagonal and the off diagonal are completely filled 
in, and are, of course, transversals. 
If an incompk te double diagonal Latin square R is extended to a 
double diagonal Latin square B in such a way that the main diagonal of 
A is contained by the main diagonal of B, and similarly with the off diag- 
onals, then A is double diagonally embedded in I?. If A has odd order, 
then it is easy to see that B cannot have even order; the general situation 
is dealt with in the following theorem. The results are quite good, M 
not best possible. 
!ht + t 8i &i 2 21, 
I8n+ 2i+1 (i> max{38, 108 - 9~1)). 
Several Mh\ors (see [ 2, 5) 7 ] ‘; have shown that double diago ~lai Latin 
squares exist for all integers n 2 4. The proof here uses various ideas 
which have;! been used previously in [ 2, 5, 61. Finally we remark thal. 
Lindner gave an excellent introductory survey of finite embedcl ing thee- 
terns for Latin squarf$s and quasigroups in [ $1. 
2. Proof’s 
Lemma 1 . if 2 is evea, n = 2m 2 4, then A may be double d@pna& tlm- 
bedded in cb double &kgontal Latin square of order 8(n2 + i), for each 
i> O,i# 1. 
Proof. It is clear thiat A may be l130uble diagonally embedded ill an incar?- 
plete double diagonal Latin squ~e C of order 2(m + i). We may assume 
that the elements of Care 1 9 . . . . 2(m -t i). 
By a theorem of Evans [ 11, C’ 2a.n be embedded in a Latin square B 
of order 4(m + i) on 1, . . . . 4(m + i). We may suppose that D is partitioned 
as indicaied: . 
where, fgr eachj E { 1, . ..) 6), .yj is an (m + i) X (m + i) m3triX. We rnd;v 
also suppose that c’ is contained m 
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Let E, F, G be Latin squares of order 4(m + i), E on 1, . . . . 4fm + 0, and 
F and G on 4(m + i) + 1, . . . . 8fm + i:,, and suppose they are partitioned 
as indicated: 
where, for eachj f {t, . . . . 161, El. Fj, Gj ase all (m + i) x (m + i) ma- 
trices. Finally we may suppose that 
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is a dauble diagonal Latin square on 2(2n + i) + 1, . . . . 4(n1 + i); that 
is a doublekiagonal Lit in 
I ‘\ 
is a aoublehiagonal L&in square on 6(m b i) + 1, . . . , 8(m + i). Then it 
is not difficult to veri-fy that the matrix 
I ” F, j F5 
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square on 4(nz + i) + 1, . ..? 6(m + i); and that 
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js a double diagonal :Latin square of order 8(m + i) which double diag- 
onally embeds A. 
Lemma 2. if n is evm, pt = 2nt > 4, then, For each i > 0, i # 1, A may be 
double diagonally embedded in a double cliagunal Latin s(qmre of order 
124(m + i) which has 4~ transverxxb with ,+zo cells in A or on the main or 
he off diagon& 
IRoof. Put p = 2(m + i). Let C be the incomplete double diagonal Latin 
, qtife on 1 , .._, p containing A constructed in Lemma 1.. Let C = C’ ;Ind 
liet C’ oe the incomplete Latin square on 1, . . . . 3p constructed AS follows: 
Cz . G 
C5 c;; P 
I 
c* co ’ 
?where, for each i E { 1, ._, 91, Irr;: is a p X p matrix of cells, some of which 
are unoccupied. The occupied cells arc given as foilows: 
In Cr: p +2 occupiesuell (I, l), 
p + 1 occupies cell (2,2), 
3p -- i + 3 occupies 0AI (i, i) (3 Q i G p), 
In C2: p + 2 occupies cell (pl, 1 ), 
p + 1 occupies cell1 (1 ) p), 
3p-i+2occupjiesc4l(i,p i+1)(2GiGp- 1). 
InC3: 3p--i+lsccup~es~llIi,p-I+I’(l~igp). 
In Cd: 2p - i + ,3 occupies cell (i, p - i + 1) ( 1 G i G p). 
In G : p + j scculpies cell (p - i + 1, i) ( 1 Q i G p). 
In C$ ioccu.~ie:scell(p-i+ l,i)(l 4 i<jp), 
Zp + 3 - i occupies cell (i, i) (1 < 1’ fG p). 
Then C’ is an incomplete doubie diagonal /La tin square on 1, ) . . . , 3p which 
contains a transversal T’ with no cells on the main or the off diagonal. 
Now,foreachiEE (I,..., 161, define 3(m + i) X 3(m + i) matrices 
Di, 6, F;, Gi in an olbvious analogous way to the (m + i) x (m + i) ma- 
trices Die Ei, J$, ‘ci of Lemma I. In addition to the analogous dou’ble 
diagonal properties required fctr 
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is ; double diagonal Latin square on 3p + 1, . . . . 6~~ that 
is c’i dgouble diagonal Latin square on 9~ + 1, ., 12~. and that 
i .G G 7 k 
is a double diagonal L&in square on 6g + i , . . . . I@. Then the matr!.x B’, 
analogous to the matrix B of Lemma 1. is a double diagonal Latin 
square of order 24(m + i) which double diagonally embeds A; further: 
mclre the main diagonals of ET;, F& Gi, Gid, Fig,, E& together with the 
tr;rnsversal T' of C’, constitute a transversal of El’ with no cells on the 
rn;tin or the off diagonal of B’. This proves Lemma 2. 
Prtinf. By Lemma 1, A may be double diagonally embedded in a Latin 
square P of order 8& + i) on I, . . . . 8(m + i). Let B be partitioned as 
fuflows: 
where each of &,, bF,, &, B, are {4(m + i)} X {4(m + i)} matrices. 
Let Cbe a Latin square of order 8(m + i) + 2k on 1, . . . . 8(m + i), 
xr, x2. m=., X2k which has x1 everywhere on the main diagonal, and x2 
everywhere on the off diagonal. There is no difficulty about the existence 
of such a Latin square CI: 
Let C’ be a matrix obtained from C by replacing each xi (1 G j < 21~)) 
by 8(m +i) + 1, ..,, 16(m + i) + 2k in such a way that, for each 
jE {l, . . . . 2k), x1 is replaced by each of S(m + i) + 1, . . . . 16(m + i) + 2k 
exactly once an3 also so that no number occurs more than once in any 
row or column SJf C’. TQ show that such a matrix C’ exists we may 
proceed as follaws. Let Cr be the matrix obtained from C by replacing 
the x1 in position (0, a) by $(m + i) + 1~ (1 < u & 8(~q + i) + 2k). For 
1 6 j 6 2k suppose that Cr ,, . “. , q_l have been chosen, and that, for 
1<j’~j-1,~~jisthesameasCexceptthatxl,...,xf,haveeachbeen 
replaced exactlly once by 8 m +i) + 1, ..‘, 16(m +i) + 2k in such a way 
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that no element occurs more that-1 once in any row or column. SUPPOSE 
that _yi occurs in Cl in positions 
(~, C;.(l)‘r, ~..) (8(m + i) + 2k, cj(8(m +i) + 2k)) l 
Let lJ; (1 G u G $(m! + i) + 2k) be! the set of integers from (8(m + i) + 1, 
_, M(rn + i) + 2kj whkh do not occur in the coth row 33: the c$r)th 
cotumn of C,_r. NOTX of 8(rln + i‘) + 1, . . . . ll6(nz -I- i) + 2k occur more 
than once in any row or column of (I&r, anci therefore none of them 
occur more than 2(j - % ) ti.mes altogether in $_,. Consequently , if 
C C, (8(m +i) + 1, .,,.? 16(m +i) + 2k], then 
1 $lz P, 3 
$C,:m + i) t 2k -- q(j - 
1 1 
1) if 1 G IZIG 2(j - I), 
0 8(??3+i)t2k - if EI 3 2i - 1 , 
>i IID, 
since 
8(m+i)+2k--2(j--1.)~8(m+i)--2k+2 
>,8(m +i) - 14z&&;a4k-2>2(i-- 1). 
Therefore, by P. HAll’s theorem [4], (PI, . . . . Po(m+5)+2i) has a system of 
distinct representative;. We use this to replace the xi in Ci+ and thereby 
we obtain Cjn Repetition of this process yields; C’ = C2k, as requ&d. 
Denote the element in position (icu, c@)) of C’ by y, j (1 6 i G 2k, 
1 G Q G 8(nz * i) + 2k). Let D, be the matrix 
, 
(Y,, \I y12 ’ n l .vl,zk 
I Y21 Y,:, . . . Y2,2k 
i . . . . 
I 
I 
9 . . . . 
. . . . 
ys+2k, I Ys+Zk;2 l - . %+2S2k 
where s := 8(m + i), and let D be a Latin square: on 8(m + i) + t ) ..,, 
16(m + i) + 2k of the form 
D = (DOS D,, 0,) ! 1. 
where D, and 4 are each (8(m + i) + 2k) X {4(m + i)) matrices. A 
theorem of M. Hail. (see [ 31) shows that such a Latin square D exists. 
Lea r’(r) denote the row rn which Xj occurs in column 7 of C, and 
deno’;e the element in position (rjir), 7) of C’ by zir (1 < i < 2/c, 
1 G “, 6 8(m + i) + 2k). Let E, be the matrix 
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fv 
*11 212 . . l 
1 
‘l.s+2k : 
; z21 222 . . . “2,s+2k 1 
L l 
! 
I 
. l 
, i . . . . 
i, 
i 
‘2k.l ‘2k.2 - l l “$2k, s+2k ; 
and let E be a Latin square on 8(m + i) + 1 3 . . . . 16(m + i) + 2k of the 
form 
where each of L:, and E, are (4(m + i)) x {8(m + i) + 2k) matrices. 
It is easy to see that the Latin square 
E, 
C’ 
E2 
has order 16(m + ii + 2k and double diagonally ember’s A This proves 
Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. ff M is ewn, n = 2m>4,i>O,i# I,n+2i> 14,2<k<25, 
theta A muy be double dtigona!ly embedded in a double diagonal Latin 
square of order 4%(m f i) + 2k which has a transversal with no cells in A 
or on the main OP the efj-diugonals. 
Roof. The proof is largely a repetition of the proof of Lemma 3, except 
that at the start A is double diagonally embedded in a double diagonal 
Latin square B * of order N(m + i) on 1, . . . . 24(m + i) which has a trans- 
versal with no cells in common with A or the main or the off diagonals. 
Lemma 2 ensures that B” exists. 
The matrix C*’ corresponding to CT’ has order 24(m + i) + 2k, and, as 
well as the properties imilar to those of C’, has the additionai property 
that there is a set T of 24(m + i) + 2k cells, one in each row and column, 
such that each of 24(m -t i) -t 1, . . . . 24(nt + i) + 2k is contained by exactly 
one cell of T, arxi, furthermore, T has no cells in common with the main 
or the off diagonals. 
Apart from these points the argument is so similar that no further de- 
tails need be expressly stated. This proves Lemma 4. 
In the next lemma we use a method due to Gergely {see [2]). 
Lemma 5. If n LP even, n =2m>4,i>O,i+ l,n+2i> 14,2<k<25, 
,rhhen A may be double diagonally embedded iry a double diagonal Latin 
:tquare of order 4$&r + i) + 2k + 1. 
Proof, Suppose that A is double diagonally embedded in a double diag- 
43nal Latin square B of order 48(m + i) + 2k which has a transversal T 
with no cells in A or on the main or the off diagon.als. Such a Latin 
square B exists by bemma 4. Let c, denote the column in which the ele- 
ment of T in ttre ttthl roiv *occurs, let ra denote the row in which the ele- 
ment of T in the uthl columnbccurs, let ??I denote the element in the 
position ((J, C(O)) and let tt) denote the element iit the position 
(t(o), a) (1 < o 4 481@2 i- i) + 2k). From B form a Latin square B* by 
replacing the c:lement in gosition (u, C(O)) by 48(m + i) + 2k c I 
(1 4 (I GI 48(~+2  i) + 2kj1, and inserting a further cotumn 
a furtlher ow 
in the centre, where s = 4&m + i) + 2k. Then B* is a double diagonal 
Latin square of order 48(m + i) + 2k + 1, whlich double diagonally em- 
beds A. Thti; proves Lemma 5. 
Lemma 6. If’n > 4 is even, then A may be double diagonally embedded 
in double diagmal Latirr squares of orders 
4n + :!;i I’i 3 2), 
8n -6 2i (i 3 maxi l&48 - 4n)), 
24n + i (i 3 mm{ 100,336 -- 24n)) . 
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Roof. Lemma 6 follows , after some easy manipulations, from Lemmas 
1, 3 and 5. 
Lemm 7. If n 3 1 is odd, therr A may be double diugunalky embedded 
in 4 double diagoml Latin square elf order 9(n + 2i), for each i 2 0, i # 1. 
Roof. Clearly A may be double diagonally embedded in an incomplete 
double diagonal Latin square C of order n + 2i. Let p = n + 2i. We may 
assume the elements of C are 1, , _,.  p. 
By Evans theorem [ 13, C may be embedded in a L&n square Q of 
order 3p 0.3 1 , ..a, 3pS We may suppose Q is partitioned as indicated: 
Q= :: 
I Q7 
:: ::]9 
Qs Q9 j 
where, for eachj E (II . . . . 91, Qj is a p X p ma&ix, and Qr contains C 
Let P and R be Latin squares on 1, . . . . 3p of order 3p, and let P and R 
be partitioned as indicated: 
( 
! P, P2 \ P3; f il?, W, R3) 
P=;P,J Ps P6 , R=iR, R, R,l, 
i P P* 
L7 
Psi 
i c R7 Ra R9) 
where, for each j E { 1 I . . . . 9}, Pj and Rj me p X p matrices. We SLIPPOS~ 
in addition that 
the main diagccr.9 of P, is (p + 1, . . . . 2p), 
the off dkgonzl of & is (2~ + 1, . . . . 3p), 
the main diagonal of R 1 is (2p + 1, . . . . 3p), 
the off diagonat of R8 is (p + I, . . . . 2~). 
Let D, E, F be Latin squares fan 3p + 1, . . . . 6p of order 3p, and let 
D, E, F be partitioned as indicated: 
where, for eachje (1, . . . . 9}, L)i, El, Fl arep X p matrices. We suppose 
also that 
the main diagonal of D, is (5~ + 1, . . . . 6p), 
the main diagonal of El is (3~ + 1, . . . , 4p), 
the off diagonal of E3 is (5~ + 1, . . . . 6p), 
the main diagonal of F, is (4p + 1, . . . , 5p), 
let X, Y, 2 be partitiorwd as indicaj:ed: 
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the off diag,onal 01’ F4 is (fip + 1, . l - , 4~). 
the off diagonti of’ F’* is (4~ + 1, ..-, sp). 
et X, Y, 2’ bq,! Latin squares on 6~ + 1, . . . . 9p of order 3p, and 
whme, for each j E ,( 1, . . . , 
also that. 
91, Xj, Yr, Zi are p X p matrices. We suppose 
the main diagonal of X, is (6p + 1, . ..? 7p),. 
the off diagonal of X6 is (6p -3 1, . . . , 7p7), 
the off diagonal 01’ X7 is (8p + 1, l ... 9/7), 
the main diagonal of Y, is (8p + 1, . ..+ 9p), 
the off diagonal o? Y3 is (7p + I, . . . . 8p), 
the main diagonal of 2, is (7p + 1, ..*, 8p). 
It is not difikult to verify that the matrix 
% 
i 
‘9 R9 D2 ‘8 R7 D3 ‘7 R, ) 
p9 El Z9 P7 E, 2, Ps E, 2, 1 
X, Qg F, X9 9, F2 X, QI, F3 ! 
P’ Y F P Ys F* P2 Y4 Fs i 
i d# Q; 2; d, Q1 z, D, Q2 z4 : 
i X5 E4 li, X, Es R, X4 E, R, : 
' X, Q6 f$ X, Q4 Fs X, QS F6 j 
% y3 
Pfi E7 
R6 4 y2 R4 D9 y, R 
Z, P4 E, Z, Ps Es 5 1’ .r 2, a 
I 
is a double diatgonal ‘Latin square of order 9’~ = 9n + 18i, which double 
diagonally embeds A. 
Lemma8Jfr;t> lisodd,iXI,i+: l,rt+2i> 12, l<k< 18,H~nA 
may be double diagonuI& embedded in a double diagonal Latin square 
of order 18(n+ 2i) + 1 + 2k. 
PrrPof., By Lemma 7, A may be double diagcmally embedded in a Latin 
square 81 of order 9(/z + 2i) on 1, ._., 9(n + 3). 
Lelt C’ be a Latin square ofarder 9(~z + 2i) + 1 + 2k on 1, . ..) 9(pt + 2i). .
“1. “;j, -‘=I X2&+1 which has x1 everywhere on the main diagonal, aandl x2 
evzrywhlere on the off diagonal. 
IA: C’ be a matrix obtained from C by replacing each x~i (1 Q ,i < 2k) 
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by 9(ti + 2k) + 1, . . . . 18(n + 2) + 1 + 2k in such a way that, for each 
jE (I,..., 2k + l}, X~ is replaced by each of 9(n + 2k) + 1, . . . . 18(~t +2k) + i+ 2k 
exactly once aud also so that no number occurs more than once in any 
row or column of C’. The argument to show that such a matrix C’ exists 
is almost identical to the zgument in Lemma 3, and so we omit it here. 
Let C’ be partitioned, as follows: 
C’ = % 
I 
q r ! 
cj c; ; z 
where each of Ci, C& C’i, k,‘, are { 4 [ 9(n + 2i) + 1 + 2k J } X 
{f [9(n + 2i) + 1 + 2k]} m&atrices. 
Let q(a) denote the column in which xi occurs in row or of &: and 
denote the element 
1 1Q Qr Q 9(n + 2i) + 
i 
-51 
p21 
I 
I 
. 
in position (a, C~(Q )) of C’ by yor,i (1 < j < 2k + 1, 
1 + 2k). Let DO be the matrix 
h2 
7 . . ‘ Y 1,2& +1 
y22 
1 . . . Y2,2k+l 1 8 . . . 
i, . . . 
. 
Y s+2k+l,l 
. . . 
&+2k+1,2 ’ l l &+2&+1,2k+l I 
where s = Y(n + 2i), and let D be a Latin square on 9(n +‘2i) + 1, . . . . 
18(n + 2i) + 1 + 2k of the form 
where D, and D2 are each {:[9(n + 2i) + I-+ 2kl) X (9(n + 2i)j matrices. 
Let q(y) denote the row in which x1 occurs in column 7 of C, and de- 
note the element in position @(y), 7) of C’ by zi r (1 < j < 2k * I, 
1 < “y G 9(n + 2i) + 1 + 2k). Let E. be the matrix 
r 51 52 . . . tt,s+2k+l t 
\ 
‘2k+l,l ‘2&+1,2 l l ’ ‘2k+l,s+2k+l 
1 
and kt E be a Latin square on 9(n + 2i) + 1, . . . , 18(n + 21’) + 1 + 2k of 
the form 
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where each of&, E, mde (9(n + 2i)J X (1 f!>(n f 2) + I + 2k) J\ matrices. 
1t is easy to see that the Latin square 
has order 18(rz + 2i) + f + 2k and double diagonally embeds A. This 
proq?es; Lemma 8. t- 
LRIlirm;a 9. If n is odd, then A cannot be double diagonally embedded 
in a dcwtrle diagonal Latin square of even order, but can be so embedded 
ii 7 doublk diagonal Latin squaws of orders 
9n + 18i (i ;a 2), 
18n+2i+ E (I a max(38, 108 - en)). 
Froof. lfn is odd, then there is one element in both the main and the 
aff diqpnals of A; however, the main and off diagonals of a double diag 
atin square of L’ven order do not contain an e.lement in common, 
~9 A cannot be embedded ;k a double diagonal Latin square of even 
crder. 
The rest of Lemma 9 follows from Lemmss 7 and $. 
The theorem now follows from Lemmas 6 and 9. 
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